Instructions to Authors

Scope
Twin Research and Human Genetics is the official journal of the International Society for Twin Studies and the Human Genetics Society of Australasia. Twin Research and Human Genetics communicates the results of original research in human genetics with a special emphasis on multiple birth research. It also provides timely state-of-the-art reviews on all aspects of human genetics and twin studies. Topics covered include: genetic epidemiology, behavioral genetics, complex diseases, endocrinology, fetal pathology, medical genetics, obstetrics, pediatrics, psychiatric genetics and other areas of human genetics, with an emphasis on twin studies.

Editorial policy
All contributions and general correspondence regarding editorial matters should be addressed to the Editor and sent to the Editorial Office. Manuscripts submitted to the journal must represent reports of original research. Manuscripts will be sent for anonymous review either by members of the editorial board, or by individuals of similar standing in the field. Authors are requested to submit up to three suggested reviewers for the manuscript. Authors will be notified of acceptance, rejection or the need for revision within 6 weeks. When a manuscript is returned to the corresponding author for revision, it should be returned to the Editors within 2 months, otherwise it may be considered withdrawn. Accepted manuscripts will appear in the journal within 3 months, whenever possible.

Preparation of the manuscripts
All manuscripts should be in English presented electronically in Word or Word Perfect. All sections of the manuscript should be double-spaced with one-inch margins on all four sides.* Please subdivide manuscripts into the following sequence of sections: Title page, Abstract, Introduction, Materials and methods, Results, Discussion, Acknowledgement, References, Tables, Figure legends. Number each page (title page is 1). Please indicate the position of each figure and table in the text using the words “Figure X about here”.

*Manuscripts will be charged publication charges of:
- ISTS members (first or last author) — AUD100.00 per printed page for each page
- Non-ISTS members (first/last author) — AUD150.00 per printed page for each page

In general, the formatting requirements are those recommended by the American Psychological Association (APA), especially for references:


Title page/keywords
The title should be as brief as possible with no abbreviations. Include each author’s initials and surname and complete addresses in English, including department, institution, city with postal code and country (indicating clearly which author is at which address). A corresponding author should be indicated with telephone, fax numbers and e-mail address provided. Please also provide a running title of not more than 50 characters.

Abstract
The second page of the manuscript should contain only an abstract in a single paragraph of not more than 200–250 words. Abbreviations and reference citations should be avoided.

Introduction
The introduction should assume that the reader is knowledgeable in the field and should therefore be a brief as possible, not exceeding 1500 words. Do not use the heading ‘Introduction’.

References
References should follow the general format advocated by the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association (6th ed.). However, in the text, ‘et al.’ should be used for references with three or more authors, as follows:
One author: (Jones, 1981)
Two authors: (Jones & Smith, 1981)
Three or more authors: (Jones et al., 1981).

At the end of the manuscript references should be listed (double-spaced) in alphabetical order. If an article has more than seven authors, list the names of the first six authors followed by ... and then the last author’s name in the reference entry. Full periodical titles should be used and first and last page numbers for each reference should be provided. Abstracts and letters must be identified as such.

Abbreviations
These should be defined in parentheses after their first mention in the text, except for the use of accepted abbreviations, such as SI symbols, which need not be defined. Use generic names for their first mention in the text, except for the use of accepted abbreviations, such as SI symbols, which need not be defined. Use generic names for reference citations and trade names. Use generic names for their first mention in the text, except for the use of accepted abbreviations, such as SI symbols, which need not be defined. Use generic names for figure and table in the text using the words “Table X about here”.

Illustrations, figures, photographs and mathematics:
Electronic submission of artwork
1. Photographs, graphs and figures should be prepared to the correct size (max. width 80 mm single column or up to 160 mm double column) and each one supplied as an individual file, separate to the manuscript Word file. Include placement instructions in the Word document, such as ‘Insert Fig 1 about here’. Figures can be supplied and printed in either black and white or full colour – please note that colour printing incurs an additional charge of $300 per page.

– Figures created in Microsoft Word, Excel or Powerpoint need to be saved as PDFs.
– Figures created in a drawing program such as Adobe Illustrator, CorelDRAW, Freehand, Microsoft Publisher or similar should be saved as an EPS (encapsulated postscript) files or as PDFs.
– Figures created in Photoshop or with other photographic software should be saved with a minimum resolution of 600 dpi and in TIF format. Minimum resolution for scanned graphics is 300 dpi for halftone work (e.g., photographs) and 600 dpi for line art, and these should also be in TIF format.

2. Manuscripts that contain equations created with LaTeX or similar specialist software need to be supplied as a PDF file as well as a Microsoft Word document.

3. Prior to sending artwork, the separate files of figures, graphs, illustrations and so on should be printed by the author to test that the fonts have been embedded correctly and there is no distortion in the artwork (e.g., lines and fonts reproduce cleanly with no jagged lines or fuzzy edges), as any such faults cannot be corrected by the publisher.

4. Preferred method of submission: email as attachments to ISTS@qimr.edu.au.

If your artwork does not meet these guidelines, it may be returned to you.

Reviews
Scholarly reviews of topics within the scope of Twin Research and Human Genetics will be considered for publication after paper review. Please send a one-page letter of inquiry to the editor before preparing your manuscript to make sure that a similar review is not in press.

Proofs
Manuscripts will be scheduled for publication upon receipt of proofs. Extensive changes to the proofs will result in publication delay. Important new information that has become available between acceptance of the manuscript and receipt of the proofs may be inserted as an Addendum in proof with the permission of an Editor. Proofs must be checked immediately for typographical errors and returned to the publisher along with the copyright assignment form. Authors will receive a PDF offprint of their article.
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